Abstract Graphical processing unit (GPU) contains many arithmetic logic units (ALUs). Because many ALUs can be exploited to process parallel processing, GPU provides efficient data processing. The spatial data require many geographic coordinates to represent the shape of them in a map. The coordinates are usually stored as geodetic longitude and latitude. To display a map in 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, the geodetic longitude and latitude should be converted to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system. The conversion to the other coordinate system and the rendering process to represent the converted coordinates to screen use complex floating-point computations. In this paper, we propose a parallel processing technique that processes the conversion and the rendering using the GPU to improve the performance. Large spatial data is stored in the disk on files. To process the large amount of spatial data efficiently, we propose a technique that merges the spatial data files to a large file and access the file with the method of memory mapped file. We implement the proposed technique and perform the experiment with the 747,302,971 points of the TIGER/Line spatial data. The result of the experiment is that the conversion time for the coordinate systems with the GPU is 30.16 times faster than the CPU only method and the rendering time is 80.40 times faster than the CPU.
Introduction
The Graphical Processing Unit(GPU) is originally used for processing computer graphics. To assure rendering beautiful graphic effect, the GPU has a lot of arithmetic logic units (ALUs). The number of the GPU's ALU is larger than the CPU's. This makes the GPU operate floating point more rapid than the CPU. Compare with the GPU and the CPU computing speed, the GPU is superior to the CPU's computing speed.
Therefore, the GPU can be used to process computations because of the GPU's overwhelming ability compared with the CPU. The GPU's cores are constructed in parallel. It is possible to be used to improve performance, which processes same calculation with many data.
There are many researches about parallel processing using the GPU in many areas. In algorithm area, there are many researches about sorting algorithms in parallel [1, 2, 3] . In multimedia area, researches are being preceded for image processing and coding moving pictures [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
Spatial data have been widely used as the location becomes important in the mobile environment. There are many studies to process spatial data efficiently. When users process spatial data, they want to represent spatial data onto a map. It takes much time to process spatial data because they usually contain a large amount of coordinates which are necessary to compute the geometry calculation. It is inefficient to process spatial data only using the CPU. Thus, there are attempts to apply parallel processing of spatial data not only using the CPU but also using the GPU [9, 10, 11] . Lee [11] tried to use the GPU to calculate graphics transform operations, such as rotate, scale, and translate. As a result of Lee [11] , it takes much time to transfer the result of the graphics transform operations from the GPU to the CPU. In order to reduce the transferring time for the result, we propose a technique that renders Figure 1 . Example of accessing a memory mapped file spatial record file, part file, and point file. The spatial record file and part file are smaller than 4GB, but the point file is very large. The size of a point file for the experiment is 11GB. The logical limit of the size is 16EiB in the 64-bit operating system. If the point file is very large, it is hard to load whole spatial data into main memory. We exploit the memory mapped file provided by the Microsoft Windows operating system to access the very large point file efficiently.
The memory mapped file provides access a file as a way of a memory access. Memory mapped file loads a part, named as view, of a file to the main memory.
This process is useful to access large spatial data sequentially. Some studies exploit the memory mapped file to share data [12] . The proposed technique loads the large spatial data with the memory mapped file and processes the loaded spatial data in parallel way. process. When we have to change data on file, we find location of the data by offset of views. For example, we change data which are in View C area. We find offset of View C. View C is loaded into main memory.
After change the data of View C, changed data are maintained in file which is in disk. Without data of View C, other data are not changed and maintained in disk. This process is a benefit of MMF. Therefore, MMF has a benefit for processing spatial data. Files which consist of spatial data are very large. When we scale spatial data in shape file, spatial data in shape file are changed. It takes much time to load shape file to memory and saved to disk. Though, MMF loads data which are had to change to memory and reduces processing time.
Technique for processing large spatial data
We propose a parallel processing technique for large spatial data. The main idea of the proposed technique consists of two parts: using memory mapped file for large spatial data and using the GPU to calculate the coordinates of the spatial data and to render the result of the calculation.
File and Data Structure
There are several kinds of types for spatial data, such as point, polyline, polygon, etc. In this paper, we deal with the polyline data type. A polyline consists of one or more parts. The part of the polyline consists of one or more line segments with points. Figure 2 shows the structure of the three files: spatial record file (*.spt), part file (*.prt), and point file (*.pnt).
The spatial record file consists of 4 attributes: the number of points, the number of parts, the starting index of the part, and the starting index of the point.
In Figure 2 , the first record in the spatial record file represents that it has 5 points and 2 parts. The start index of the part file is 0.
The start index of the point file is 0. The part file has only the number of points. In Figure 2 , the first part in the part file has 3 points. The point file has x and y coordinates for each point.
For processing spatial data on GPU, spatial data should be allocated to memory in the GPU. According to the limit of the main memory size and GPU memory size, large point file cannot be allocated to main memory and GPU memory. Figure 3 shows the memory structure to process spatial data. The part structure is loaded from the part file (*.prt) onto the main memory and the GPU memory at the same time.
Since the point is very large file, it could not be loaded onto the memory in the whole file. In order to load onto the memory, it should be divided by section. The max size of the section is decided by the size of the memory in the GPU. We use the half size of the GPU's memory size as the max size.
Because the section size cannot exceed the max size, the section 0 is assigned the parts from 0 to n-1. Notice that the rectangle (white box) which is located at the right and is not filled with color in Figure 3 contains nothing in section 0. The section 1 has parts from n as shown in Figure 3 . The starting offset of the first point of the section 1 is expected to be the starting offset of the first point of the nth part. There is restriction of using memory mapped file. A memory mapped view of a file aligned to 64KB boundaries.
When the process read the section 1 from the point file, the start offset should be adjusted to the unit of 64KB. The left-side white rectangle area of the section 1 represents the adjustment in Figure 3 Once the memory is allocated in the GPU, then the memory is reused for every section to load point data.
Processing Section
Since the spatial data are usually large, it should be divided into smaller part to fit in the memory size.
In this paper, we divide the point file into sections.
The section is corresponding to the view of the memory mapped file. For processing large spatial data efficiently by using memory mapped file, there are two methods; merging files and making section. In order to improve processing time, it is efficient to merge original spatial data files into a file. The limit of the file size is 4GB in shape file format (*.shp) which is the de-facto standard to share spatial data. For example, the sum of the sizes of the shape files which consist of whole edges (all lines theme) of the TIGER/Line shape file is bigger than 4GB. Loading each shape files to memory is not efficient. We merge the shape files and convert to three files as described in the section A. Algorithm of processing sections are shown in Figure 4 .
The sections are read sequentially from the point file and loaded onto the main memory. After reading a sec- Figure 5 shows the pseudo code of the CudaDrawBitmap() function.
The convert() function is executed in parallel and converts the coordinate system. Figure 6 shows the pseudo code of the convert() function.
Before draw DIB in parallel, we should translate co- Converted points are drawn on the DIB by calling render() function in parallel. Figure 7 shows the pseudo code of the render() function.
The render() function uses similar execution configuration which is used for convert() function. The convert() function uses the number of points and the render() function uses the number of parts. In order to draw a map, GPU should put pixels and draw lines on DIB in parallel. There are two CUDA device functions; __device__ DrawLine() and __device__ PutPixel(). These functions are invoked by the CudaDrawBitmap() function. By Calling these functions, we can draw a map in parallel.
After drawing a map, CUDAGetBitmapFromGPU() function is called. GPU transfers bitmap from GPU memory to CPU memory. CPU transfers points of next section and bitmap from CPU memory to GPU memory. These processes continue until points of last section and bitmap are transferred and drawn on GPU.
Finally, a map is shown on screen after drawing points of last section on DIB in GPU.
Experiment and Result
All experiments are performed on a machine Microsoft Windows 7 with an Intel® Core™ i7-3770 CPU running at 3.40GHz and 16GB of memory. It is equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan Black graphic card. It has 2,880 CUDA cores. Each CUDA core contains arithmetic logic unit(ALU) for calculating floating point. The memory size of the graphic cars is 6GB. It is used to loading data for CUDA or graphic operations. Memory interface width of the graphic card is 384-bit and memory bandwidth is 336GB per second. We implement the test system with the CUDA SDK version 6.5. The storage for the spatial data is the 256GB SSD.
Data Set
The data set for experiment is a set of the edges Census Bureau developed the TIGER/Line data and provides files on its website [14] . Figure 8 shows whole data set. There are 68,967,233 spatial records and 747,302,971 points in the data set.
Implementing the System for the Experiment
In order to implement the experiment, several shape files were merged into one file. Original shape files contained whole edges of each state. In order to show whole edges of the United States of States, we merged several shape files into one shape file. We divided edges 4 areas such as western, central, south-eastern and eastern edges because of the limit size of shape file. We made spt, prt, and pnt files for showing whole edges of United States of America. Figure 8 shows whole edges of United States of America after merging into a file. In order to gather reliable result, we executed experiment 1,000 times. Figure 9 shows the algorithm of processing section using CPU for comparison with the GPU usage. To compare the performance, experiment was executed on CPU and GPU. Translating coordinates and drawing a map were executed on CPU, and then executed on GPU, and total execution times were compared.
Result of the Experiment
Total time was gathered by adding Read File, Load to GPU, Convert, Render, Transfer DIB times. Table  1 shows the results for total execution time.
The execution times on CPU were gathered at 146,253. As can be seen in Figure 10 , processing large spatial data on GPU is much faster than executed on CPU.
The gap of performance time arose mainly in the Convert time and the Render time. The reason why GPU is faster than CPU is that translating coordinates and drawing a map was executed in parallel. When drawing a map on GPU, putting pixels and drawing lines were processed in parallel on DIB. Though, costs of drawing a map on CPU increased because putting pixels and drawing lines sequentially. This could reduce much performance time than executing on CPU. The experiment showed that processing spatial data on GPU improves performance 3.50 times faster compared to processing on CPU.
Conclusion
This paper proposed the parallel processing technique for large spatial data by using memory mapped file and GPU. It achieves high speed by handling large volume of file efficiently and applying parallelism of GPU on main processes. In general, volumes of spatial data are large. According to limit size of memory, this occurred memory problem. In order to solve this problem this arose when processing large spatial data, this paper applies memory mapped file to processing large spatial data. Files which include whole edges of the United States of America are up to 11GB. These files can't be loaded in main memory. Therefore, this paper makes intersection to handle those files. Spatial records of whole spatial data divided into several sections.
Sections can be loaded in main memory. In order to improve performance, this paper applies technique. Technique is that preloads next section while present section is processed. Another way to improve performance is to use GPU for parallelism. In order to process spatial data in parallel, points of spatial data and bitmap are copied to GPU memory. In order to improve performance, GPU memory preloads parts and points start index. On GPU, coordinates of spatial data are translated in parallel. For drawing a map, it is needed to put pixels and draw lines. This paper puts pixels and draws lines on DIB in parallel. CUDA kernel functions make them available. Those processes enhance performance. After drawing a map on GPU, Bitmaps which include map are copied to main memory. Our future works could focus on combining the technique with the distributed system using Hadoop.
